
To- Federal High Court                                                                                                      

Date February 3, 2015 

19th Criminal Bench  

Addis Ababa 

 

 Plaintiff- Federal Prosecutor 

 Defendants- 10 defendants in the case of Soleyana Shimeles Gebremariam 

and others 

Re- Application for the withdrawal of the presiding judge of the criminal 

bench pursuant to article 27 sub article 1(E) and article 28 of the 

Federal Courts Proclamation 25/1996. 

 

On July 15, 2014 the federal prosecutor accused us on two counts of provoking the 

public for violence intending to depose the constitution and the constitutional regime 

through riot and violence and by covertly organizing ourselves in planning, conspiring 

and inciting the execution of terrorist activities; accusations that are devoid of any 

legal substance and hardly comprehensible. 

Upon our receipt of the charges we filed a response pointing out numerous 

shortcomings upon the charge over which the court decided to cancel the second 

count on the prosecutors charge but failed to approve our request for the prosecutor 

to clarify on the number of its witnesses and the issues upon which they are supposed 

to give their witness, rather giving its orders for the prosecutor to make improvements 

over seven other issues. 

But despite the fact that the prosecutor amended only three of the issues, failing to 

make amendments on all the issues the court made orders for amendment, issues 

that are fundamental and clearly pointed out; the court, while it should have closed 

the case and freed the defendants whose bail has been denied and remain under 

custody for the last nine months, still went ahead to give the prosecutor a second 

chance at re-amending the other four issues. Under these circumstances, the main 

judge on the bench Mr. Sheleme Bekele has failed upon his responsibilities of 

delivering upon our right for a speedy and timely justice. 

On this second chance for amendment, the prosecutor was requested, if possible, to 

identify by name the clandestine group or organization the defendants have been 

accused of establishing, or if not possible to make clear their difference with the other 

two or three groups or organizations pointed out in the charge; to point out when, 

where and by whom have those trainings the defendants have been accused of 



receiving or giving happened, and to point out the source and the purposes of 

expenditure of the 48,000.00 Birr the third defendant has been accused of receiving. 

But despite clear orders given to the prosecutor that failing to make these 

amendments these issues will be stroke out from the charge and it being clear that the 

prosecutor has failed to make these amends, we have been asked whether we wish to 

proceed on consideration of the substantive issues as if the amendments have been 

made. 

As it stands we believe that during the last six months of the trial the main presiding 

judge on the bench, Mr. ShelemeBekele has failed to give proper guidance on the 

proceedings and satisfy our rights for timely justice. And on different occasions he 

made prohibitions upon our rights to express ourselves. And we believe he has played 

a major role in the present turn of events where the court has pulled back its own 

orders and allowed for the case to proceed, a decision which we hardly can 

understand but also jeopardizes our right of defense. 

 

Hence given that we do not believe that justice will be served while Mr. Sheleme Bekele 

remains the main judge on the bench, we request for his withdrawal before we proceed 

to the hearing of plea of guilty. 

 

Defendant/Complainants 

2nd - BefekaduHailuTechane 

3rd - NatnailFelekeAberra 

4th - MahletFantahunAbera 

5th - AtnafuBirhaneAyalew 

6th - ZelalemKibretBeza 

7th - Abel WabelaSugebo 

8th - AsmamawHailegiorgisGizaw 

9th - Edom KassayeGelan 

10th - TesfalemWoldeyesArago 

 

 


